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About This Game

The Second Sino-Japanese War is part of the World War II, but this brutal war in Asia was, for a long time, forgotten by the
world.

The war in Europe lasted six years, while the war in China lasted eight years.
Moreover, Chinese resistance against the invasion had already started since 1931, following the 918 Incident, also known as the

Mukden Incident.

Decades of war and conflict led to thousands and millions of casualties within China, and the Chinese people persevered
through a national crisis of unprecendented suffering.

We commemorate the warriors who sacrificed themselves for the nation, and express our gratitude to those foreign allies who
rendered their assistance to China in the war.

"Company of Heroes: Far East War" is a modification for Company of Heroes, the product of years of work from many skilled
modders from various countries and regions, who hold a great sense of historical responsibility.

This modification is centered around the 1937-1945 Second Sino-Japanese War, in which players can command a company to
regiment-sized unit of the Chinese National Revolutionary Army or the Imperial Japanese Army in battle.

The mod pays close attention to detail to the depiction of unit formations, uniforms, weaponry, and equipment of the Chinese
and Japanese armies of the period. Everything from rank insignias on an infantryman to the paint used on vehicles are made to

be as historically accurate as possible.
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Far East War supports multiplayer matches of up to 8 players, with various different strategic and tactical choices available.
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Title: Far East War
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Strategy
Developer:
Far East War Development Team, Relic
Publisher:
CMI
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: 2.0 Ghz Intel Pentium IV or AMD Athlon XP or equivalent

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible 64MB video card with Pixel Shader 1.1 support or equivalent.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: Company of Heroes (New Steam Version) must be Downloaded and Installed.

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Ukrainian
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servers offline, phone is broken and will freeze game in mycareer in offline. used to be the best version of 2k imo, now it is
broken.. GAME COMPLETED. I have a lot of history with this game and it is excellent. Today the 3D environment combined
with the flip-book-esq character models seem comical and dated, but at the time the game's design was impressive and detailed.
The decision to render the people who populate the game as images instead of 3D polygons meant that they avoided the uncanny
valley to a large extent. Even if the character models still seem to stutter and move strangely, it comes off mostly as charming,
like Smether's eyebrow and Vlad's little grin. The ship was well-researched enough to feature in documentaries and in museums
as a 3D model.

The characters and the setting are wonderful, and the game is challenging but worthwhile. Most of the difficulty is in listening
what the characters have to say and noticing what they do and applying that knowledge, instead of using inventory objects to
overcome obstacles, making this game different from other excellent p&c adventure games, like Grim Fandango and Day of the
Tentacle.

This version of the game works well on my Windows 7 computer, though sometimes the black screens and black pixel smears
which can plague the graphics seemed to randomly appear. I tried a variety of different compatability settings but it seems that
the graphical distortions come and go as they please. However, minimizing the game will always distort the graphics.

GLITCH: This version has a glitch when you walk out of the Grand Staircase onto the Boat-deck, you instead exit onto the A-
deck promenade, unless you exit via the gymnasium. This problem is not present on the game when I use the original disks
unless a patch is used to force the game to work on current operating systems.

PROS
-great story
-great characters, even the villains are interesting
-fun but difficult puzzles, which you can sometimes skip if you want
-multiple endings (though all are very similar)
-excellent graphics for 1990s and a clear commitment to detail and historical accuracy
-"point-and-click" game that uses WASD (remappable) for movement with fluid transitions

NEUTRAL
-you can die, so diligent saving is necessary

CONS(UELO!)
-no access to settings or game files from the main menu
-there is an inconvenient but not game-breaking glitch (see above)
-full screen only
-The purser needs to just not. The amount of people leaving negative reviews just because they couldn't get the game to work
saddens me. Not only are they needlessly dragging down the score of a great game, they're also missing out on a great
experience.

That said, this game isn't for everyone. If you're considering getting this after playing Hearts of Iron 4, I would advise against it.
HoI4 is much more simple, but it also allows more freedom with countries, allowing you to play more as well as turn any
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country into a proper player on the world stage. HoI3 is a lot more brutal and realistic in that regard, so if you're country starts
off terribly, chances are it'll stay that way. Don't expect to be able to change the world as Cuba or Liberia, but when WW2
inevitably happens there's nothing stopping you from picking a faction and sending some troops to the front.

But, if you thought HoI4 was lacking in combat (because holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it is), then HoI3 is the
game for you. There's a lot more nuance and micromanagement to be had, but if grand scale war simulators are your thing then
you'll be right at home. There's no battle planner that does all your work for you, it's just you manually commanding anywhere
from a few dozen to a few hundred units down to the division level. It's difficult, but rewarding.

And if what the base game offers you doesn't cut it, there are plenty of mods as well. The modding scene is mostly dead, but it's
produced a few gems, and the lack of updates for the game means they'll never become outdated. In particular I would
recommend:

WW1 Mod - obviously
Historical Plausibility Mod - More decisions and events, both historical and ahistorical for a richer experience overall
Modern Warfare Mod - Unfinished and dead, but still good for the latest version of the game, and has a lot of content as-is.

(and of course, remember to get the DLCs). As a gen-Xer who has played almost every mecha game since the 80s this came as a
total disappointment. great idea, and they made $40 off me for it, but it goes into my collection of "games I've bought that I
wish I could get a refund."

No malice. Just sayin' :(
. The experience is very impressive. Once you're in it, it feels real and intense. The story and dialogs are pretty good too!
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\u00d3tima DLC com personagem muito louco, muito punk realmente.

Pr\u00f3s:
- Muito bom os personagem e sua anima\u00e7\u00f5es.

Contras:
-- nada at\u00e9 o momento --

Nota: 7\/10

Isso \u00e9 uma an\u00e1lise critica feita por mim e n\u00e3o por um profissional, n\u00e3o reclame! (\u00c9 MINHA
OPINI\u00c3O). The Good.
The maps are just as challenging as DF2 and 3 and thats what matters.
It is well worth buying if you want a challenge.
The Map designs are very GOOD for a TD.

The Bad

NO MUSIC other then title, and menu! You will need a media player and your own songs. The author really needs to go back
and add the themes from DF2 and 3 along with volume controls as the machine gun sound is very overbearing in this one just
like DF2.

No Keyboard control for the map, no pausing with space, no hellfire with F and no keyboard scrolling. I actually had to map the
mouse to a joypad so I could have fast scrolling with the left hand on the maps. Everything has to be done with the mouse in
DF1. This is another thing the dev could easily fix for this game since he has Defense force 3 engine finalized he just needs to
go back to this and 2 and touch it up. HE is still selling these on steam so theres no real excuse.. Interesting game, I found it very
relaxing thanks to a mix of very nice landscape and a wisely selected soundtrack.

Overall after a while I found it to be a little bit boring after you have complete the game (found the last scroll and the meaning
of life). But I'll keep this game as "the place where I can relax" without taking an actual holiday.. ran very slow : unable to
access the DLC's

dissappointed...too much like other games of its type ...graphics were impressive. I played with an XBox360 gamepad. The
game does NOT have "Full controller support"!

 Gamepad thumbsticks have no deadzone

 Not every Menu is controllable with the gamepad (e.g. shop window, level finish screen), or is simply behaving weirdly
(level selection map)

 havn't seen that the gamepad is reconfigureable and I'm not happy with the thumbstick button boost

 when I try to fly into the opposite direction as the char is currently watching, the char flies a small half circle. This is
especially annoying when standing still and trying to avoid a bullet, in which case the char does fly into the bundle most
of the time. I would like to see the char to rotate first and then accelerate not both at the same time.

 some enemies move so fast, it's literally not possible to hit them with the harpune.

 idle and fight music is not faded into each other but switches instantanous, wich sometimes leads to fast music
switching (every 5 secs or so)

I would have enjoyed the game if the gamepad control was better. Tight now I don't recommend the game, sry, but since it's my
fault that I overlooked the Demo-Button (most games don't have a demo these days..) I still give a thumb up ;). It is one hell of a
lot of fun; it involves a bit of teamwork, navigating the ships so as to allow the crew to fire upon the enemy, but there is a
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gleefull sense of insanity to the proceedings :)
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